AVAILABLE LOTUS PARTS
1

Original radiator* unrestored

Key item if anyone wished to return
the car to original condition. This
radiator could not keep the car cool
in Phoenix heat. The radiator and
fans we put in does. The car will
never overheat now, no matter what
the temperature.
$100

2

Original steering rack* unrestored

After careful examination, we
decided to replace the original
steering rack with a new one. They
were available and a perfect fit.
Only needed if you wished to return
the car to the same as it came from
the factory.
$75

4

Original generator* unrestored

Replaced with regulator. Only
needed if you wished to return the
car to the same as it came from the
factory.
$50
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5

Original Mechanical fuel pump

We replaced this potential point of
failure with an electrical fuel pump
in the trunk which works flawlessly.
A blocking plate was fitted to the
engine during the engine work.
However, if anyone wishes to return
the car to total original condition,
you will need this. It works fine, no
repair needed.
$50

6

Tonneau Cover for the car. Really nice,
likely not original, but purchased many,
many years ago from a parts supplier in the
UK. It has had very little use and is in good
shape.

This cover was never used very
much. It fits the car perfectly. It was
used mostly when the car was in
California. $500

(more pictures below)
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7

Original Electronic Control Unit*
unrestored

Unnecessary with regulator. Only
needed if you wished to return the
car to the same as it came from the
factory.
$100
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8

Original axels

In fine shape, but now unneeded.
Only required if the car were to be
returned to original condition.
$100

9

Four bags with a variety of parts.

These 4 bags contain:
1. Original Air Dam
2. Original Lotus Door parts
(which were replaced with
new)
3. Original light holders for
trunk lid. Not needed when
going to LEDs.
Original Lotus front running/turning
signal bulbs
$100 for all.
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10

Eight bags.

11

Original mounting bracket for heater
control valve*

These 8 bags contain:
1. Original spark plug caps
2. Original plug wire separator
3. Master Cyl. bleeder valve
4. Original oil pan plug/bolt
with banjo fittings
5. Extra gaskets, all new
6. Original carb throttle return
spring
7. Bracket for holding original
coil
4. Lotus steering wheel thread,
needle and instructions
$100 for all
We found a new, brass version,
much stronger and nicer.
$10
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12

Original axels and rotoflex couplers*
unrestored

They’re all here and in fine shape.
Only needed if you were returning
the car to original. I’d recommend
not using these rubber totoflex
couplers if you were going to do
that. Like tires, they get old and
brittle with age. They look and feel
okay, but I wouldn’t trust them,
especially since new ones are readily
available.
$100
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13

Box with the following bags, all labeled parts:
$100
1. Carburetor, air filters, gaskets (3 bags)
2. Seal for brake master cylinder
3. Original Dash bolts
4. Dash Light
5. Carb needles & jets
6. Wire loom holders
7. Original Ignition Points and Condenser
8. Set of Exhaust Gaskets
9. Exhaust Manifold studs
10. Set of unused anti-sway bar bushings
11. Plate which was mounted onto Glove Box lid
12. New thermostat housing gasket
13. Original Seat belt holders – attaches belts to top of
chassis
14. Nylon screws for hood adjustments. Lots of extras.
15. Heater control valve – controls water flow through heater
16. Original grease zerks
17. Extra clips for holding brake lines to frame
18. Extra bumper bolt
19. Pop up posts for the convertible top and tonneau cover
20. Extra soft top and Tonneau connectors. Many original.
21. Parts for emergency brake installation (extras)
22. Window washer fluid outlets
23. Extra spacers for mounting exhaust pipe
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14

Original top of brake fluid reservoir

Unrestored. Not needed. These
were unattainable new, but it turns
out they’re not really necessary.
However, this one was corroded
beyond an easy repair, so I went
searching for one in better shape. I
found one… below.
$50

15

Another brake fluid reservoir top

Original was corroded, so I bought a
second one online. Turns out,
they’re not really needed. However,
this one is far less corroded than
mine. Between the two, a working
one could be fabricated easily. Only
necessary to bring car back to
original look.
$50
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16

Box of carb parts

Original carb parts.
$10

17

Extra Carpet

We found carpet identical to the
original. This is several yards of
extra should one ever need it.
$10

18

Extra vinyl upholstery fabric

Like the carpet, we were able to find
this vinyl which perfectly matches
the original upholstery in the car.
This is the roll of unused stuff in the
event you ever have a cut needing
repair.
$10
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19

Original distributor cap

This is the original distributor cap,
but we were luck and able to find an
identical one, brand new at Napa.
The bag contains the box with the
part number for the brand new
Napa distributor – the one that is
currently in the car.
$25

20

Original radiator fan with mount and motor

I liked to say this fan was like the
one my aging auntie’s used in
summer church services before air
conditioning. It doesn’t do much,
but if you want the car perfectly
original, you’d need this. It works
fine, the mount, motor and fan are
all there.
$50

21

Original cross piece on the frame

This was the original piece Lotus had
across the bottom. It was replaced
during the frame reinforcement
process with a far more rugged, and
removable piece. The new piece is
breathtakingly ingenious, far
stronger and works great.
$25
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22

Two wrenches for adjusting the front
shocks

23

1

24

Original rear upholstery support piece.

25

Replacement door side mirrors. These are
new. The originals are on the car.

These came with each new shock.
$10

Rack & Pinion Rebuild Kit (unused)

Somehow ended up with an extra.
$10
This is used to hold the rear covering
in place. We found an aluminum
one that worked better. This is the
original one, however.
$10
We got these new, but eventually,
the ones on the car looked better, so
we stuck with them. These are
ready to go, however, if you wanted
to switch them out.
$25
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26

This is an additional, spare electronic
ignition system. Same as the current one in
the car.

Ended up with an extra. Nice, safe,
backup.
$10

27

Window washer pump

If you decide to return the car to
original and wish to install the
window washers, this is the original
window washer pump. Being
Arizona and the unliklihood I’d be
driving in the rain, getting a muddy
windshield and needing this, I left it
off. However, if you want to add it
in, I suspect it works fine. I did not
restore it, however.
$25

OTHER USEFUL PARTS
Like new custom fit California Car Cover –
red
(new $340)
30

California Car Cover allows you to specify the car. I don’t know
how custom this one is, but it fits really well.

Spare timing belt
Paint for touch up.

What remains from one gallon $890/gal.)

This is a “dust cover” like item. I
don’t think it would hold up to heavy
rain. I used it in the garage. It keeps
the car dust free.
$150
Have an extra of the one that fits.
Also have one that does not.
$25 for both
$25.00
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